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(54) CONDUCTIVE COVER, HOUSING ASSEMBLY AND TERMINAL

(57) The present disclosure provides a conductive
cover, a housing assembly and a terminal. The conduc-
tive cover includes a first portion, a second portion, a
conductive suspended strip and a conductive connecting
member. A slot is defined between the second portion
and the first portion. The conductive suspended strip is
located in the slot and has a length equal to a length of
the slot. An insulating layer is provided between the con-
ductive suspended strip and the first portion, and another
insulating layer is provided between the conductive sus-
pended strip and the second portion. The conductive con-
necting member bridges over the slot, is electrically con-
nected with the first portion and the second portion, and
is insulated from the conductive suspended strip.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a technical
field of communication equipment, and particularly, to a
conductive cover, a housing assembly, and a terminal.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In the related art, for a terminal with an all-metal
rear cover, in order to meet a requirement of antenna
design, it is common practice to provide a slot in the rear
cover to radiate a signal, but the antenna signal is sus-
ceptible to external interference in existing methods.
Thus, how to enhance the antenna signal strength is one
of the urgent technical problems to be solved.

SUMMARY

[0003] The present disclosure aims to solve at least
one of the technical problems above in the related art.
Accordingly, the present disclosure provides a conduc-
tive cover for a terminal, and the conductive cover has
advantages of a simple structure and good signal
strength.
[0004] The present disclosure further provides a hous-
ing assembly for a terminal, and the housing assembly
includes the above conductive cover.
[0005] The present disclosure further provides a ter-
minal that has the above housing assembly.
[0006] The conductive cover according to embodi-
ments of the present disclosure includes: a first portion;
a second portion, a slot being defined between the sec-
ond portion and the first portion to partition the first portion
from the second portion; a conductive suspended strip,
located in the slot and having a length equal to a length
of the slot, an insulating layer being provided between
the conductive suspended strip and the first portion, and
another insulating layer being provided between the con-
ductive suspended strip and the second portion; and a
conductive connecting member, bridging over the slot,
electrically connected with the first portion and the sec-
ond portion, and insulated from the conductive suspend-
ed strip.
[0007] For the conductive cover according to embod-
iments of the present disclosure, by disposing the con-
ductive suspended strip in the slot of the conductive cov-
er, by electrically connecting the first portion with the sec-
ond portion through the conductive connecting member,
and by connecting the conductive connecting member
with the conductive suspended strip in the insulating
manner, a signal radiation capability of the first portion
or the second portion can be enhanced, and the conduc-
tive suspended strip can be prevented from interfering
with signal radiation, so as to improve an anti-interfer-
ence capability of the antenna, and enhance antenna
signal strength.

[0008] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the
insulating layer has a thickness ranging from 0.1 mm to
0.5 mm.
[0009] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the
conductive suspended strip comprises: two first horizon-
tal segments spaced apart; a second horizontal segment,
located between the two first horizontal segments, and
located at a side of the two first horizontal segments and
parallel to the two first horizontal segments; and two ver-
tical connecting segments, extending in a direction per-
pendicular to an extension direction of the two first hori-
zontal segments, and each having two ends connected
to one corresponding first horizontal segment and the
second horizontal segment.
[0010] In an embodiment of the present disclosure,
each of the two first horizontal segments has a side wall
surface facing the first portion, and the side wall surface
facing the first portion and one corresponding vertical
connecting segment are at a right angle.
[0011] In an embodiment of the present disclosure,
each of the two first horizontal segments has a side wall
surface facing the second portion, and the side wall sur-
face facing the second portion and one corresponding
vertical connecting segment are at a rounded angle.
[0012] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the
second horizontal segment and each of the two vertical
connecting segments are provided with a smooth-tran-
sition connecting portion therebetween.
[0013] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, a
plurality of the conductive connecting members are pro-
vided and spaced apart from each other along a length
direction of the slot.
[0014] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the
conductive cover comprises a cover body and a cover
lateral plate surrounding a periphery of the cover body,
the cover body and the cover lateral plate define a mount-
ing chamber with an open side, the first portion is con-
figured as the cover lateral plate, and the second portion
is configured as the cover body.
[0015] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, two
slots are defined in the conductive cover and divide the
conductive cover into two first portions and one second
portion, the two first portions are located at upper and
lower ends of the second portion, and one conductive
suspended strip is arranged in one slot.
[0016] The housing assembly according to embodi-
ments of the present disclosure includes: a conductive
cover according to the above embodiments, the conduc-
tive cover being divided into a plurality of spaced signal
areas, and each of the plurality of signal areas comprising
a part of the first portion, a part of the second portion and
a part of the conductive suspended strip.
[0017] For the housing assembly according to embod-
iments of the present disclosure, by disposing the con-
ductive suspended strip in the slot of the conductive cov-
er, by electrically connecting the first portion with the sec-
ond portion through the conductive connecting member,
and by connecting the conductive connecting member
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with the conductive suspended strip in the insulating
manner, the signal radiation capability of the first portion
or the second portion can be enhanced, and the conduc-
tive suspended strip can be prevented from interfering
with signal radiation, so as to improve the anti-interfer-
ence capability of the antenna, and enhance the antenna
signal strength.
[0018] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the
plurality of signal areas comprises one GPS/Wi-Fi (global
position system/wireless fidelity) antenna area and two
communication antenna areas.
[0019] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the
GPS/Wi-Fi antenna area is arranged at a first corner area
of a first end of the housing assembly, one of the two
communication antenna areas is arranged at a second
corner area of the first end of the housing assembly, and
the other one of the two communication antenna areas
is arranged at a second end of the housing assembly.
[0020] The terminal according to embodiments of the
present disclosure includes the above housing assem-
bly; a first antenna circuit, located in one of the plurality
of signal areas and comprising a first signal source, a
first matching circuit and a first inductor, one end of the
first inductor being electrically connected with the first
portion, the other end of the first inductor being electrically
connected with one end of the first matching circuit, and
the other end of the first matching circuit being electrically
connected with the first signal source; a second antenna
circuit, located in another one of the plurality of signal
areas and comprising a second signal source, a second
matching circuit and a second inductor, one end of the
second inductor being electrically connected with the first
portion, the other end of the second inductor being elec-
trically connected with one end of the second matching
circuit, and the other end of the second matching circuit
being electrically connected with the second signal
source; and a camera assembly disposed adjacent to
the first antenna circuit or the second antenna circuit.
[0021] For the terminal according to embodiments of
the present disclosure, by disposing the conductive sus-
pended strip in the slot of the conductive cover, by elec-
trically connecting the first portion with the second portion
through the conductive connecting member, and by con-
necting the conductive connecting member with the con-
ductive suspended strip in the insulating manner, the sig-
nal radiation capability of the first portion or the second
portion can be enhanced, and the conductive suspended
strip can be prevented from interfering with signal radia-
tion, so as to improve the anti-interference capability of
the antenna, and enhance the antenna signal strength.
[0022] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the
first antenna circuit is configured as a GPS/Wi-Fi antenna
circuit, and the camera assembly is located adjacent to
the first antenna circuit.
[0023] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the
camera assembly is configured as a single camera or a
dual camera.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024]

Fig. 1 is a schematic view of a conductive cover for
a terminal according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
Fig. 2 is a partially enlarged view of part A in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a schematic view of a conductive cover for
a terminal according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
Fig. 4 is a schematic view of a housing assembly for
a terminal according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
Fig. 5 is a schematic view of a terminal according to
an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Reference numerals:

[0025]

conductive cover 100, slot 101, mounting chamber
102,
first portion 110,
second portion 120,
conductive suspended strip 130, first horizontal seg-
ment 131, second horizontal segment 132, vertical
connecting segment 133,
right angle 134, rounded angle 135, smooth-transi-
tion connecting portion 136,
insulating layer 140,
conductive connecting member 150,
housing assembly 200, signal area 201, GPS/Wi-Fi
antenna area 201a, communication antenna area
201b,
first antenna circuit A, first signal source 220a, first
matching circuit 210a, first inductor 250a,
second antenna circuit B, second signal source
220b, second matching circuit 210b, second inductor
250b,
third antenna circuit C, third signal source 220c, third
matching circuit 210c,
antenna switch 230, front cover 260,
terminal 300,
camera assembly 310, display screen assembly
320, fingerprint identification assembly 330.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0026] Embodiments of the present disclosure will be
described in detail and examples of the embodiments
will be illustrated in the accompanying drawings. The em-
bodiments described herein with reference to the draw-
ings are explanatory, which aim to illustrate the present
disclosure, but shall not be construed to limit the present
disclosure.
[0027] In the description of the present disclosure, it is
to be understood that terms such as "central," "longitu-
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dinal", "transverse", "length," "width," "thickness," "up-
per," "lower," "front," "rear," "left," "right," "vertical," "hor-
izontal," "top," "bottom," "inner," "outer," "clockwise,"
"counterclockwise," "axial," "radial" and "circumferential"
should be construed to refer to the orientation or the po-
sition as described or as illustrated in the drawings under
discussion. These relative terms are only used to simplify
description of the present disclosure, and do not indicate
or imply that the device or element referred to must have
a particular orientation, or constructed or operated in a
particular orientation. Thus, these terms cannot be con-
structed to limit the present disclosure.
[0028] In addition, terms such as "first" and "second"
are used herein for purposes of description and are not
intended to indicate or imply relative importance or sig-
nificance or to imply the number of indicated technical
features. Thus, the feature defined with "first" and "sec-
ond" can comprise one or more of this feature. In the
description of the present disclosure, the term "a plurality
of" means two or more than two, unless specified other-
wise.
[0029] In the description of embodiments of the present
disclosure, unless specified or limited otherwise, the
terms "mounted," "connected," "coupled," "fixed" and the
like are interpreted broadly, and can be, for example,
fixed connections, detachable connections, or integral
connections; can also be mechanical or electrical con-
nections or communicated with each other; can also be
direct connections or indirect connections via intervening
structures; can also be inner communications or mutual
interaction of two elements, which can be understood by
those skilled in the art according to specific situations.
[0030] A conductive cover 100, a housing assembly
200 and a terminal 300 according to embodiments of the
present disclosure will be described in detail with refer-
ence to Figs. 1 to 5.
[0031] With reference to the drawings, the conductive
cover 100 for the terminal 300 according to embodiments
of the present disclosure includes a first portion 110, a
second portion 120, a conductive suspended strip 130
and a conductive connecting member 150.
[0032] It should be noted that the conductive cover 100
means that a main body (e.g. the first portion 110 and
the second portion 120) of the conductive cover 100 can
be made of a conductive material, or can be made of an
insulation material, in which case the insulating cover is
subject to a conductive treatment (e.g. applying a con-
ductive coating). In addition, the conductive cover 100
can mean that the main body (e.g. the first portion 110
and the second portion 120) of the conductive cover 100
has conductivity, or a part of the main body (e.g. the first
portion 110 and the second portion 120) of the conductive
cover 100 has conductivity. Correspondingly, the mate-
rial and conductivity of the conductive suspended strip
130 can be interpreted similarly, which will not be elab-
orated herein.
[0033] Specifically, Fig. 1 illustrates that a slot 101 is
defined between the second portion 120 and the first por-

tion 110 to partition the first portion 110 from the second
portion 120. The conductive suspended strip 130 is lo-
cated in the slot 101 and has a length equal to a length
of the slot 101. That is, the shape and size of the con-
ductive suspended strip 130 is identical to the shape and
size of the slot 101. An insulating layer 140 is provided
between the conductive suspended strip 130 and the first
portion 110, and another insulating layer 140 is provided
between the conductive suspended strip 130 and the
second portion 120. It could be understood that the con-
ductive cover 100 is provided with the slot 101, the slot
101 penetrates through two opposite side walls of the
conductive cover 100 (e.g. as illustrated in Fig. 1, the slot
101 penetrates through a left side wall and a right side
wall of the conductive cover 100) to divide the conductive
cover 100 into the first portion 110 and the second portion
120. The conductive suspended strip 130 is arranged in
the slot 101. That is, the first portion 110, the conductive
suspended strip 130 and the second portion 120 are ar-
ranged sequentially and spaced apart from each other,
the first portion 110 is connected with the conductive sus-
pended strip 130 in an insulating manner, and the con-
ductive suspended strip 130 is connected with the sec-
ond portion 120 in an insulating manner, so as to consti-
tute a complete conductive cover 100.
[0034] As illustrated in Fig. 2, the conductive connect-
ing member 150 bridges over the slot 101 and is electri-
cally connected with the first portion 110 and the second
portion 120, and the conductive connecting member 150
is insulated from the conductive suspended strip 130.
The first portion 110 can directly serve as an antenna
component, thereby simplifying a structure of the terminal
300. Electrical connection between the first portion 110
and the second portion 120 by means of the conductive
connecting member 150 can enhance a signal radiation
capability of the first portion 110 or the second portion
120. The insulated connection between the conductive
connecting member 150 and the conductive suspended
strip 130 can prevent the conductive suspended strip 130
from interfering with signal radiation, so as to improve an
anti-interference capability of an antenna, and enhance
antenna signal strength.
[0035] For the conductive cover 100 for the terminal
300 according to embodiments of the present disclosure,
by arranging the conductive suspended strip 130 in the
slot 101 of the conductive cover 100, by electrically con-
necting the first portion 110 with the second portion 120
through the conductive connecting member 150, and by
connecting the conductive connecting member 150 with
the conductive suspended strip 130 in the insulating man-
ner, the signal radiation capability of the first portion 110
or the second portion 120 can be enhanced, and the con-
ductive suspended strip 130 can be prevented from in-
terfering with the signal radiation, so as to improve the
anti-interference capability of the antenna, and enhance
the antenna signal strength.
[0036] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, a
thickness of the insulating layer 140 can range from 0.1
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mm to 0.5 mm. It is verified by experiments that when
the thickness of the insulating layer 140 ranges from 0.1
mm to 0.5 mm, the terminal 300 has better signal radia-
tion performance and stronger anti-interference capabil-
ity.
[0037] As illustrated in Fig. 2, in an embodiment of the
present disclosure, the conductive suspended strip 130
can include: two first horizontal segments 131 spaced
apart from each other, one second horizontal segment
132, and two vertical connecting segments 133. Specif-
ically, the second horizontal segment 132 is located be-
tween the two first horizontal segments 131, and the sec-
ond horizontal segment 132 is located at a side of the
two first horizontal segments 131 and parallel to the two
first horizontal segments 131. An extension direction of
the vertical connecting segments 133 is perpendicular to
an extension direction of the two first horizontal segments
131, and two ends of each vertical connecting segment
133 are connected to one corresponding first horizontal
segment 131 and the second horizontal segment 132.
[0038] For example, Fig. 1 illustrates that the conduc-
tive suspended strip 130 extends along a left-right direc-
tion. The first horizontal segments 131 and the second
horizontal segment 132 extend along a horizontal direc-
tion (e.g. the left-right direction illustrated in Fig. 1), and
are spaced apart from each other in an up-down direction
(e.g. the up and down direction illustrated in Fig. 1). The
two first horizontal segments 131 are located at two ends
of the second horizontal segment 132 along the left-right
direction. The vertical connecting segment 133 extends
along the up-down direction (e.g. the up-down direction
illustrated in Fig. 1). One of the two vertical connecting
segments 133 is configured to connect to the first hori-
zontal segment 131 located at a left side and a left end
of the second horizontal segment 132, and the other one
of the two vertical connecting segments 133 is configured
to connect to the first horizontal segment 131 located at
a right side and a right end of the second horizontal seg-
ment 132.
[0039] In an example of the present disclosure, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 2, a side wall surface of the first horizontal
segment 131 facing the first portion 110 and the corre-
sponding vertical connecting segment 133 are at a right
angle 134. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the first
horizontal segment 131 at the left side is connected with
the vertical connecting segment 133 at the left side, and
the right angle 134 is formed at a location where the side
wall surface of this first horizontal segment 131 facing
the first portion 110 (i.e. an upper wall surface of the first
horizontal segment 131 in Fig. 2) is connected with the
vertical connecting segment 133. It is verified by tests
that when the side wall surface of the first horizontal seg-
ment 131 facing the first portion 110 and the correspond-
ing vertical connecting segment 133 are at the right angle
134, the anti-interference capability of the antenna will
be enhanced.
[0040] In another example of the present disclosure,
as illustrated in Fig. 2, a side wall surface of the first hor-

izontal segment 131 facing the second portion 120 and
the corresponding vertical connecting segment 133 are
at a rounded angle 135. For example, as illustrated in
Fig. 2, the first horizontal segment 131 at the left side is
connected with the vertical connecting segment 133 at
the left side, and the rounded angle 135 is formed at a
location where the side wall surface of this first horizontal
segment 131 facing the second portion 120 (i.e. a lower
wall surface of the first horizontal segment 131 in Fig. 2)
is connected with the vertical connecting segment 133.
It is verified by tests that when the side wall surface of
the first horizontal segment 131 facing the second portion
120 and the corresponding vertical connecting segment
133 are at the rounded angle 135, the anti-interference
capability of the antenna will be enhanced.
[0041] In still another example of the present disclo-
sure, smooth-transition connecting portions 136 are pro-
vided between the second horizontal segment 132 and
the vertical connecting segments 133. It could be under-
stood that a smooth-transition connecting portion 136 is
provided between the vertical connecting segment 133
at the left side and the left end of the second horizontal
segment 132, and another smooth-transition connecting
portion 136 is provided between the vertical connecting
segment 133 at the right side and the right end of the
second horizontal segment 132. For example, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2, the vertical connecting segment 133 at
the left side and the left end of the second horizontal
segment 132 are connected through an arc segment (i.e.
the smooth-transition connecting portion 136). It is veri-
fied by tests that when the second horizontal segment
132 is smoothly connected with the vertical connecting
segments 133, the anti-interference capability of the an-
tenna can be enhanced.
[0042] Fig. 3 illustrates an embodiment of the present
disclosure, a plurality of the conductive connecting mem-
bers 150 are provided and are spaced apart from each
other along a length direction of the slot 101. Thus, it is
convenient to arrange a signal area 201 in the slot 101.
[0043] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the
conductive cover 100 includes a cover body and a cover
lateral plate surrounding a periphery of the cover body.
The cover body and the cover lateral plate define a
mounting chamber 102 with an open side. The first por-
tion 110 is configured as the cover lateral plate, and the
second portion 120 is configured as the cover body, so
as to make the appearance of the conductive cover 100
more expressive. In an example of the present disclo-
sure, as illustrated in Fig. 1, two slots 101 can be defined
in the conductive cover 100 and divide the conductive
cover 100 into two first portions 110 and one second por-
tion 120. The two first portions 110 are located at upper
and lower ends of the second portion 120. One conduc-
tive suspended strip 130 can be arranged in one slot 101.
[0044] The housing assembly 200 for the terminal 300
according to embodiments of the present disclosure in-
cludes the above conductive cover 100. The conductive
cover 100 is divided into a plurality of spaced signal areas
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201. Fig. 4 illustrates that each of the plurality of signal
areas 201 includes a part of the first portion 110, a part
of the second portion 120 and a part of the conductive
suspended strip 130. Each signal area 201 includes at
least one conductive connecting member 150. The signal
area 201 is capable of enabling the terminal 300 to com-
municate with other devices. For example, the signal ar-
ea 201 can be a GPS/Wi-Fi (global position system/wire-
less fidelity) antenna area 201a, an NFC (near field com-
munication) antenna area, a communication antenna ar-
ea 201b or the like.
[0045] As illustrated in Fig. 4, one GPS/Wi-Fi antenna
area 201a can be provided and located at the upper left
of the housing assembly 200 (e.g. a location illustrated
in Fig. 4). Two communication antenna areas 201b can
be provided, and one of the two communication antenna
areas is located at a lower end of the housing assembly
200 while the other one of the two communication anten-
na areas is located at the upper right of the housing as-
sembly 200 (e.g. a location illustrated in Fig. 4). One in-
ductor, one matching circuit and one signal source are
arranged in the GPS/Wi-Fi antenna area 201a. One end
of the inductor is connected with the first portion, the other
end of the inductor is connected with one end of the
matching circuit, and the other end of the matching circuit
is connected with the signal source. An antenna in the
communication antenna area 201b can adopt an IFA
mode or a capacitive feed mode. One inductor, one
matching circuit, one signal source and two antenna
switches 230 can arranged in each communication an-
tenna area 201b. One end of the inductor is connected
with the first portion, the other end of the inductor is con-
nected with one end of the matching circuit, and the other
end of the matching circuit is connected with the signal
source. One end of each antenna switch 230 is connect-
ed with the first portion, and the other end of each antenna
switch 230 is connected with a ground point 240.
[0046] For the housing assembly 200 for the terminal
300 according to embodiments of the present disclosure,
by arranging the conductive suspended strip 130 in the
slot 101 of the conductive cover 100, by electrically con-
necting the first portion 110 with the second portion 120
through the conductive connecting member 150, and by
connecting the conductive connecting member 150 with
the conductive suspended strip 130 in the insulating man-
ner, the signal radiation capability of the first portion 110
or the second portion 120 can be enhanced, and the con-
ductive suspended strip 130 can be prevented from in-
terfering with the signal radiation, so as to improve the
anti-interference capability of the antenna, and enhance
the antenna signal strength.
[0047] Fig. 5 illustrates the terminal 300 according to
embodiments of the present disclosure, the terminal 300
includes: a camera assembly 310, a first antenna circuit
A, a second antenna circuit B, and the above housing
assembly 200.
[0048] Specifically, with reference to Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
the first antenna circuit A is located in one of the plurality

of signal areas 201 and includes a first signal source
220a, a first matching circuit 210a and a first inductor
250a. One end of the first inductor 250a is electrically
connected with the first portion 110, the other end of the
first inductor 250a is electrically connected with one end
of the first matching circuit 210a, and the other end of
the first matching circuit 210a is electrically connected
with the first signal source 220a. The second antenna
circuit B is located in another one of the plurality of signal
areas 201 and includes a second signal source 220b, a
second matching circuit 210b and a second inductor
250b. One end of the second inductor 250b is electrically
connected with the first portion 110, the other end of the
second inductor 250b is electrically connected with one
end of the second matching circuit 210b, and the other
end of the second matching circuit 210b is electrically
connected with the second signal source 220b.
[0049] By connecting the first portion 110 through the
first antenna circuit A and the second antenna circuit B,
the first portion 110 can serve as the antenna component,
thereby simplifying the structure of the terminal 300, and
improving the radiation capability and the anti-interfer-
ence capability of the antenna. In addition, the first an-
tenna circuit A and the second antenna circuit B can be
configured to carry out signal transmission with no need
for any frequency band, so as to improve a signal trans-
mission capability and an information interaction capa-
bility of the terminal 300.
[0050] Additionally, it should be noted that the number
of antenna circuits of the terminal 300 is not limited to
two. For instance, Fig. 3 illustrates an example, the ter-
minal 300 can further include a third antenna circuit C,
in which a frequency band of a signal radiated from the
third antenna circuit C can be different from that of the
first antenna circuit A and that of the second antenna
circuit B, or can be the same as one of that of the first
antenna circuit A and that of the second antenna circuit
B. The third antenna circuit C includes a third signal
source 220c and a third matching circuit 210c, one end
of the third matching circuit 210c is electrically connected
with the third signal source 220c, and the other end of
the third matching circuit 210c is electrically connected
with the first portion 110.
[0051] The camera assembly 310 is arranged adjacent
to the first antenna circuit A or the second antenna circuit
B. That is, the camera assembly 310 can be located ad-
jacent to the first antenna circuit A, or can be located
adjacent to the second antenna circuit B.
[0052] It should be noted that the signal area 201 is
capable of enabling the terminal 300 to communicate with
other devices, and the signal area 201 can be the
GPS/Wi-Fi antenna area 201a, the NFC antenna area,
the communication antenna area 201b or the like. It is
possible to enhance the anti-interference capability of
the antenna by arranging the camera assembly 310 in
one of the plurality of signal areas 201.
[0053] It should be noted that the terminal used herein
(also referred to as a communication terminal) includes,
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but is not limited to, a device configured to be connected
via a wired connection (such as a public switched tele-
phone network (PSTN), a digital subscriber line (DSL),
a digital cable, a direct cable connection, and/or another
data connection/network) and/or receive/transmit a com-
munication signal via a wireless interface (e.g., for a cel-
lular network, a wireless local area network (WLAN), a
digital television network such as a DVB-H network, a
satellite network, an AM-FM broadcast transmitter,
and/or another communication terminal). A communica-
tion terminal configured to communicate via the wireless
interface can be referred to as "a wireless communication
terminal," "a wireless terminal" and/or "a mobile termi-
nal." Examples of the mobile terminal include but are not
limited to a satellite or cellular telephone; a personal com-
munication system (PCS) terminal capable of combining
cellular radiotelephone with data processing, facsimile
and data communication capabilities; a PDA integrated
with a radiotelephone, a pager, an Internet/Intranet ac-
cess, a Web browser, a notebook, a calendar, and/or a
global positioning system (GPS) receiver; and conven-
tional laptop and/or palmtop receivers or other electronic
devices including radiotelephone transceivers.
[0054] For the terminal 300 according to embodiments
of the present disclosure, by providing the conductive
suspended strip 130 in the slot 101 of the conductive
cover 100, by electrically connecting the first portion 110
with the second portion 120 through the conductive con-
necting member 150, and by connecting the conductive
connecting member 150 with the conductive suspended
strip 130 in the insulating manner, the signal radiation
capability of the first portion 110 or the second portion
120 can be enhanced, and the conductive suspended
strip 130 can be prevented from interfering with the signal
radiation, so as to improve the anti-interference capability
of the antenna, and enhance the antenna signal strength.
[0055] Figs. 3 and 5 illustrates an embodiment accord-
ing to the present disclosure, one of the plurality of signal
areas 201 can be the GPS/Wi-Fi antenna area 201 a,
and the camera assembly 310 is located in the GPS/Wi-
Fi antenna area 201a. It is verified by tests that when the
camera assembly 310 is located in the GPS/Wi-Fi anten-
na area 201a, a GPS/Wi-Fi antenna has the best antenna
performance and the strongest anti-interference capabil-
ity. In an embodiment according to the present disclo-
sure, the camera assembly 310 can be a single camera
or a dual camera, thereby increasing diversity of the ter-
minal 300.
[0056] According to an embodiment of the present dis-
closure, the first antenna circuit A can be a GPS/Wi-Fi
antenna circuit, and the camera assembly 310 is located
adjacent to the first antenna circuit A. Thus, it is possible
to enhance the signal radiation capability and the anti-
interference capability of the first antenna circuit A.
[0057] Fig. 5 illustrates a mobile phone taken as an
example of the terminal 300 to which the present disclo-
sure is adapted. In embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the mobile phone can include a radio frequency

circuit, a memory, an input unit, a wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi)
module, a display screen assembly 320, a sensor, an
audio circuit, a processor, a projection unit, the camera
assembly 310, a battery and other components.
[0058] A radio frequency (RF) circuit can be used to
receive and transmit a signal during information trans-
mission and reception or during a call. Especially, when
downlink information from a base station is received, the
RF circuit sends the downlink information to the proces-
sor for being processed, and additionally sends uplink
data from the mobile phone to the base station. Usually,
the RF circuit includes but is not limited to an antenna,
at least one amplifier, a transceiver, a coupler, a low noise
amplifier, a duplexer and etc. In addition, the RF circuit
can communicate with the network and other devices via
wireless communication. The wireless communication
can employ any communication standard or protocol, in-
cluding but not limited to global system for mobile com-
munication (GSM), general packet radio service (GPRS),
code division multiple access (CDMA), wideband code
division multiple access (WCDMA), long term evolution
(LTE), e-mail and short messaging service (SMS).
[0059] The memory can be used to store software pro-
grams and modules, and the processor runs various soft-
ware applications and performs data processing by run-
ning the software programs and modules stored in the
memory. The memory can mainly include a program stor-
age area and a data storage area. The program storage
area can store an operating system, at least one appli-
cation program required for a function (such as a voice
playback function, an image playback function and etc.);
the data storage area can store data (such as audio data,
contacts and etc.) created according to the use of the
mobile phone. In addition, the memory can include a high-
speed random access memory, and can also include a
non-volatile memory, such as at least one disk storage
device and flash memory device, or include other volatile
solid state memory devices.
[0060] The input unit can be configured to receive in-
coming numbers or character information, and generate
a key signal related to user settings and function control
of the mobile phone. Specifically, the input unit can in-
clude a touch panel and other input devices. The touch
panel, also known as a touch screen, can collect a touch
operation made by a user on or near the touch panel (for
example, an operation made by the user on the touch
panel or near the touch panel by means of a finger, a
touch pen or any other suitable object or accessory), and
drive the corresponding connection device according to
a preset program. Optionally, the touch panel can include
a touch detection device and a touch controller. The touch
detection device is configured to detect a touch orienta-
tion of the user, detect a signal from the touch operation,
and transmit the signal to the touch controller. The touch
controller is configured to receive the touch signal from
the touch detection device, convert it into contact coor-
dinates and send the contact coordinates to the proces-
sor and can be configured to receive and execute a com-
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mand from the processor. In addition, it is possible to
touch the panel in resistive type, capacitive type, infrared
type, surface acoustic wave and other types of manner.
The input unit can include other input devices apart from
the touch panel. Specifically, other input devices can in-
clude, but are not limited to one or more of a physical
keypad, a function key (e.g. a volume control button, a
power button, etc.), a trackball, a mouse and an operating
rod.
[0061] The housing assembly 200 includes the con-
ductive cover 100 and a front cover 260. The conductive
cover 100 and the front cover 260 define the mounting
chamber 102, the display screen assembly 320 is em-
bedded on the front cover 260, and the display screen
assembly 320 can display information input by or pre-
sented to the user, and various menus of the mobile
phone. The display screen assembly 320 can include a
display panel, and optionally, the display panel can be
configured in forms of a liquid crystal display (LCD), an
organic light-emitting diode (OLED) and the like. Further,
the touch panel can overlay the display panel. When the
touch panel detects a touch operation on or near it, the
touch operation is sent to the processor to be determined
which type the touch event belongs to, and then the proc-
essor provides corresponding visual output on the dis-
play panel according to the type of the touch event.
[0062] The location, which can be recognized by the
user’s eye in the display panel, besides the visual output,
can serve as a "display area" described later. The touch
panel and the display panel can be two separate com-
ponents to achieve input and output functions of the mo-
bile phone, or can be integrated to achieve the input and
output functions of the mobile phone.
[0063] In addition, the mobile phone can also include
at least one sensor, such as an attitude sensor, a light
sensor, a fingerprint identification assembly 330 and oth-
er sensors.
[0064] Specifically, the attitude sensor can also be re-
ferred to as a motion sensor, and as one of the motion
sensors, a gravity sensor can be employed. As for the
gravity sensor, a cantilever displacement device is made
of an elastic-sensitive element, and an electrical contact
is driven by an energy-storage spring made of the elastic-
sensitive element, so as to achieve the conversion of
gravity changes into electrical signal changes.
[0065] As an alternative motion sensor, an accelerom-
eter sensor can be used. The accelerometer sensor can
detect the magnitude of acceleration in all directions
(generally in three axes), and detect the magnitude and
direction of the gravity at rest, and can be used for attitude
identification of the mobile phone (such as horizontal and
vertical screen switch, related games, magnetometer at-
titude calibration), and vibration-recognition related func-
tions (such as pedometer and percussion).
[0066] In embodiments of the present disclosure, the
motion sensors listed above can be used as an element
for obtaining an "attitude parameter" described later,
which is not limited thereto, however. Other sensors ca-

pable of obtaining the "attitude parameter" fall into the
protection scope of the present disclosure, for example,
a gyroscope. The working principle and data processing
of the gyroscope can be similar to the related art, so the
detailed description thereof will be omitted to avoid re-
dundancy.
[0067] In addition, in the embodiments of the present
disclosure, a barometer, a hygrometer, thermometer, an
infrared sensor and the like can be used as a sensor,
which is not described in detail.
[0068] The light sensor can include an ambient light
sensor and a proximity sensor, in which the ambient light
sensor can adjust brightness of the display panel in ac-
cordance with the ambient light, and the proximity sensor
can turn off the display panel and/or backlight when the
mobile phone is moved to the ear.
[0069] The audio circuit, a loudspeaker and a micro-
phone can provide an audio interface between the user
and the mobile phone. The audio circuit can transmit an
electrical signal converted from the received audio data
to the loudspeaker, and the loudspeaker converts the
electrical signal into an audio signal to be output. On the
other hand, the microphone converts the audio signal
collected into the electrical signal, the audio circuit re-
ceives and converts the electrical signal into audio data,
and transmits the audio data to the processor. After proc-
essed by the processor, the audio data is sent to another
mobile phone via the RF circuit, or output to the memory
for further processing.
[0070] Wi-Fi is a short distance wireless transmission
technology, and the mobile phone can help the user send
and receive e-mails, browse websites and access
streaming media through the Wi-Fi module which pro-
vides the user with wireless broadband access to the
Internet.
[0071] The processor is a control center of the mobile
phone, is connect to various parts of the mobile phone
by means a variety of interfaces and lines to, and per-
forms various functions of the mobile phone and data
processing by running or executing software programs
and/or modules stored in the memory and by invoking
the data stored in the memory, so as to monitor the mobile
phone overall. In at least one embodiment, the processor
can include one or more processing units; preferably, the
processor can be integrated with an application proces-
sor and a modem processor, in which the application
processor mainly handles the operating system, the user
interface and the application program, while the modem
processor mainly deals with wireless communication.
[0072] It should be understood that the modem proc-
essor may not be integrated into the processor.
[0073] Moreover, the processor can act as an imple-
menting element of the processing unit, to perform the
same or similar function as the processing unit.
[0074] The mobile phone further includes a power
source (e.g. a battery) that supplies power to each com-
ponent. The power source can be logically coupled to
the processor through a power management system, so
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as to achieve the management of charging, discharging,
and power consumption and other functions by means
of the power management system. Although not illustrat-
ed, the mobile phone can include a Bluetooth module or
the like, which will not be elaborated herein.
[0075] It should be noted that the mobile phone is only
a device example of the terminal 300 and is not construct-
ed to limit the present disclosure. The present disclosure
can be applied to an electronic device such as a mobile
phone, a tablet computer and so on, and the present
disclosure is not limited thereto.
[0076] Reference throughout this specification to "an
embodiment," "some embodiments," "an example," "a
specific example" or "some examples" means that a par-
ticular feature, structure, material, or characteristic de-
scribed in connection with the embodiment or example
is included in at least one embodiment or example of the
present disclosure. Thus, the appearances of the above
phrases throughout this specification are not necessarily
referring to the same embodiment or example of the
present disclosure. Furthermore, the particular features,
structures, materials, or characteristics can be combined
in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments or
examples.
[0077] Although embodiments of the present disclo-
sure have been illustrated and described, it would be
appreciated by those skilled in the art that the embodi-
ments are explanatory and cannot be construed to limit
the present disclosure, and changes, modifications, al-
ternatives and variations can be made in the embodi-
ments without departing from the scope of the present
disclosure.

Claims

1. A conductive cover (100) for a terminal, comprising:

a first portion (110);
a second portion (120), a slot (101) being de-
fined between the second portion (120) and the
first portion (110) to partition the first portion
(110) from the second portion (120);
a conductive suspended strip (130), located in
the slot (101) and having a length equal to a
length of the slot (101), an insulating layer (140)
being provided between the conductive sus-
pended strip (130) and the first portion (110),
and another insulating layer (140) being provid-
ed between the conductive suspended strip
(130) and the second portion (120); and
a conductive connecting member (150), bridg-
ing over the slot (101), electrically connected
with the first portion (110) and the second portion
(120), and insulated from the conductive sus-
pended strip (130).

2. The conductive cover (100) according to claim 1,

wherein the insulating layer (140) has a thickness
ranging from 0.1 mm to 0.5 mm.

3. The conductive cover (100) according to claim 1,
wherein the conductive suspended strip (130) com-
prises:

two first horizontal segments (131) spaced
apart;
a second horizontal segment (132), located be-
tween the two first horizontal segments (131),
and located at a side of the two first horizontal
segments (131) and parallel to the two first hor-
izontal segments (131); and
two vertical connecting segments (133), extend-
ing in a direction perpendicular to an extension
direction of the two first horizontal segments
(131), and each having two ends connected to
one corresponding first horizontal segment
(131) and the second horizontal segment (132).

4. The conductive cover (100) according to claim 3,
wherein each of the two first horizontal segments
(131) has a side wall surface facing the first portion
(110), and the side wall surface facing the first portion
(110) and one corresponding vertical connecting
segment (133) are at a right angle.

5. The conductive cover (100) according to claim 3,
wherein each of the two first horizontal segments
(131) has a side wall surface facing the second por-
tion (120), and the side wall surface facing the sec-
ond portion (120) and one corresponding vertical
connecting segment (133) are at a rounded angle.

6. The conductive cover (100) according to claim 3,
wherein the second horizontal segment (132) and
each of the two vertical connecting segments (133)
are provided with a smooth-transition connecting
portion (136) therebetween.

7. The conductive cover (100) according to claim 1,
wherein a plurality of the conductive connecting
members (150) are provided and spaced apart from
each other along a length direction of the slot (101).

8. The conductive cover (100) according to claim 1,
wherein the conductive cover (100) comprises a cov-
er body and a cover lateral plate surrounding a pe-
riphery of the cover body, the cover body and the
cover lateral plate define a mounting chamber (102)
with an open side, the first portion (110) is configured
as the cover lateral plate, and the second portion
(120) is configured as the cover body.

9. The conductive cover (100) according to claim 1,
wherein two slots (101) are defined in the conductive
cover (100) and divide the conductive cover (100)
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into two first portions (110) and one second portion
(120), the two first portions (110) are located at upper
and lower ends of the second portion (120), and one
conductive suspended strip (130) is arranged in one
slot (101).

10. A housing assembly (200) for a terminal (300), com-
prising a conductive cover (100) according to any
one of claims 1 to 9, the conductive cover (100) being
divided into a plurality of spaced signal areas (201),
and each of the plurality of signal areas (201) com-
prising a part of the first portion (110), a part of the
second portion (120) and a part of the conductive
suspended strip (130).

11. The housing assembly (200) according to claim 10,
wherein the plurality of signal areas comprises one
GPS/Wi-Fi (global position system/wireless fidelity)
antenna area (201a) and two communication anten-
na areas (201b).

12. The housing assembly (200) according to claim 11,
wherein the GPS/Wi-Fi antenna area (201 a) is ar-
ranged at a first corner area of a first end of the hous-
ing assembly (200), one of the two communication
antenna areas (201b) is arranged at a second corner
area of the first end of the housing assembly (200),
and the other one of the two communication antenna
areas (201b) is arranged at a second end of the hous-
ing assembly (200).

13. A terminal (300), comprising:

a housing assembly (200) according to any one
of claims 10 to 12;
a first antenna circuit (A), located in one of the
plurality of signal areas (201) and comprising a
first signal source (220a), a first matching circuit
(210a) and a first inductor (250a), one end of
the first inductor (250a) being electrically con-
nected with the first portion (110), the other end
of the first inductor (250a) being electrically con-
nected with one end of the first matching circuit
(210a), and the other end of the first matching
circuit (210a) being electrically connected with
the first signal source (220a);
a second antenna circuit (B), located in another
one of the plurality of signal areas (201) and
comprising a second signal source (220b), a
second matching circuit (210b) and a second
inductor (250b), one end of the second inductor
(250b) being electrically connected with the first
portion (110), the other end of the second induc-
tor (250b) being electrically connected with one
end of the second matching circuit (210b), and
the other end of the second matching circuit
(210b) being electrically connected with the sec-
ond signal source (220b); and

a camera assembly (310) arranged adjacent to
the first antenna circuit (A) or the second anten-
na circuit (C).

14. The terminal (300) according to claim 13, wherein
the first antenna circuit (A) is configured as a
GPS/Wi-Fi antenna circuit, and the camera assem-
bly (310) is located adjacent to the first antenna cir-
cuit (A).

15. The terminal (300) according to claim 13, wherein
the camera assembly (310) is configured as a single
camera or a dual camera.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A terminal (300), comprising:

a housing assembly (200) comprising a conduc-
tive cover (100), the conductive cover (100)
comprising:

a first portion (110);
a second portion (120), a slot (101) being
defined between the second portion (120)
and the first portion (110) to partition the first
portion (110) from the second portion (120);
a conductive suspended strip (130), located
in the slot (101) and having a length equal
to a length of the slot (101), an insulating
layer (140) being provided between the con-
ductive suspended strip (130) and the first
portion (110), and another insulating layer
(140) being provided between the conduc-
tive suspended strip (130) and the second
portion (120); and
a plurality of conductive connecting mem-
bers (150) spaced apart from each other
along a length direction of the slot (101),
each conductive connecting member (150)
bridging over the slot (101), electrically con-
nected with the first portion (110) and the
second portion (120), and insulated from
the conductive suspended strip (130),
the conductive cover (100) being divided in-
to a plurality of spaced signal areas (201),
and each of the plurality of signal areas
(201) comprising a part of the first portion
(110), a part of the second portion (120), a
part of the conductive suspended strip (130)
and at least one conductive connecting
member (150);

a first antenna circuit (A), located in one of the
plurality of signal areas (201) and comprising a
first signal source (220a), a first matching circuit
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(210a) and a first capacitor (250a), one end of
the first capacitor (250a) being electrically con-
nected with the first portion (110), the other end
of the first capacitor (250a) being electrically
connected with one end of the first matching cir-
cuit (210a), and the other end of the first match-
ing circuit (210a) being electrically connected
with the first signal source (220a);
a second antenna circuit (B), located in another
one of the plurality of signal areas (201) and
comprising a second signal source (220b), a
second matching circuit (210b) and a second
capacitor (250b), one end of the second capac-
itor (250b) being electrically connected with the
first portion (110), the other end of the second
capacitor (250b) being electrically connected
with one end of the second matching circuit
(210b), and the other end of the second match-
ing circuit (210b) being electrically connected
with the second signal source (220b); and
a camera assembly (310) arranged adjacent to
the first antenna circuit (A) or the second anten-
na circuit (B).

2. The terminal (300) according to claim 1, wherein the
first antenna circuit (A) is configured as a GPS/Wi-
Fi antenna circuit, and the camera assembly (310)
is located adjacent to the first antenna circuit (A).

3. The terminal (300) according to claim 1, wherein the
camera assembly (310) is configured as a single
camera or a dual camera.

4. The terminal (300) according to claim 1, wherein the
insulating layer (140) has a thickness ranging from
0.1 mm to 0.5 mm.

5. The terminal (300) according to claim 1, wherein the
conductive suspended strip (130) comprises:

two first horizontal segments (131) spaced
apart;
a second horizontal segment (132), located be-
tween the two first horizontal segments (131),
and located at a side of the two first horizontal
segments (131) and parallel to the two first hor-
izontal segments (131); and
two vertical connecting segments (133), extend-
ing in a direction perpendicular to an extension
direction of the two first horizontal segments
(131), and each having two ends connected to
one corresponding first horizontal segment
(131) and the second horizontal segment (132).

6. The terminal (300) according to claim 5, wherein
each of the two first horizontal segments (131) has
a side wall surface facing the first portion (110), and
the side wall surface facing the first portion (110) and

one corresponding vertical connecting segment
(133) are at a right angle.

7. The terminal (300) according to claim 5, wherein
each of the two first horizontal segments (131) has
a side wall surface facing the second portion (120),
and the side wall surface facing the second portion
(120) and one corresponding vertical connecting
segment (133) are at a rounded angle.

8. The conductive cover (100) according to claim 5,
wherein the second horizontal segment (132) and
each of the two vertical connecting segments (133)
are provided with a smooth-transition connecting
portion (136) therebetween.

9. The conductive cover (100) according to claim 1,
wherein the conductive cover (100) comprises a cov-
er body and a cover lateral plate surrounding a pe-
riphery of the cover body, the cover body and the
cover lateral plate define a mounting chamber (102)
with an open side, the first portion (110) is configured
as the cover lateral plate, and the second portion
(120) is configured as the cover body.

10. The conductive cover (100) according to claim 1,
wherein two slots (101) are defined in the conductive
cover (100) and divide the conductive cover (100)
into two first portions (110) and one second portion
(120), the two first portions (110) are located at upper
and lower ends of the second portion (120), and one
conductive suspended strip (130) is arranged in one
slot (101).

11. The housing assembly (200) according to claim 1,
wherein the plurality of signal areas comprises one
GPS/Wi-Fi (global position system/wireless fidelity)
antenna area (201a) and two communication anten-
na areas (201b).

12. The housing assembly (200) according to claim 11,
wherein the GPS/Wi-Fi antenna area (201a) is ar-
ranged at a first corner area of a first end of the hous-
ing assembly (200), one of the two communication
antenna areas (201b) is arranged at a second corner
area of the first end of the housing assembly (200),
and the other one of the two communication antenna
areas (201b) is arranged at a second end of the hous-
ing assembly (200).
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